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The diverse communities settled on the edge of the British cantonment town in Pune established in 1818 to serve it, traded in daily provisions like grains, fuel, vegetables and crafted articles like shoes, saddles and imported luxury goods. Cobblers and other service providers were also part of the settler communities and occupied urban blocks specializing in products and services and over time consolidated to form a cosmopolitan urban patch on its western edge. Within the guidelines of the cantonment authority an eclectic Indian urban form with its Allis, Gallis (bylanes) and Puras (clusters) emerged with central courtyard type house as the dominant building plan form. Vernacular expressions and ornamentations typical of
the diverse communities of Hindus, Bohra Muslims, Parsis, Goan Christians and the Jewish communities settled here formed unique urban artifacts in a mixed use urban space.

Growth of Pune as the second most prominent city of Maharashtra in post partition Bombay state in 1960 and growth of industrial areas around Pune increased pressure on urban land. In the last twenty five years the IT industry has also consolidated the city’s global nature. The cosmopolitan mixed use urban edge of the cantonment in question has been transforming fast into a commodified space dominated by global retail footprints and finds itself in certain ways within a larger narrative of eviction (Sassen, 1995) of traditional commerce and living processes in this urban space. The present work examines ways of retaining the urban fabric and uses heritage as a thematic device and explores the role of urban design interventions to counter the visually seductive, privatized public culture (Zukin, 1995), having identified the right time to address issues of outmigration and degeneration of the urban fabric (and its placeness) in the context of the development control guidelines of the cantonment over the patch.
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